Six flares of the dMe star YZ CMi have been observed with simultaneous photometry and high-dispersion, time-resolved spectroscopy. The spectra have temporal resolutions of 3 minutes with spectral resolutions of 0.24 Â. The largest observed flare had a U band amplitude of 1.5 mag. Ha and Hß line profiles did not broaden during any of the observed flares, although the line center intensity increased by over a factor of 2 during some flares. After the initial increase in intensity, the emission line strength decreases but remains at enhanced levels for hours following U band flares. The Ha flare luminosity and total energy are compared to corresponding properties of solar flares.
star spots (Torres and Ferraz-Mello 1973; Bopp 1977; Hartmann and Rosner 1979) , and strong, apparently magnetically related, polarization is sometimes detected in radio observations of stellar flares (Spangler, Rankin, and Shawhan 1974) . There is no compelling reason to suppose that stellar flares are fundamentally different from solar flares, although it should be emphasized that both solar and stellar flares are extremely diverse sets of phenomena. Stellar flares often involve much more energy than solar flares, a fact presumably related to fundamental stellar parameters such as rotation rate and magnetic flux strength and extent.
The primary release of solar flare energy apparently occurs in the transition region or low corona (Rust and Emsie 1979; Svestka 1976) . Because these regions can be adequately studied only by space telescopes, which do not as yet provide adequate spatial resolution to study the fine structure of flares, very little observational data are available on primary energy release. Much more observational information is available on the disturbance of solar photospheric and chromospheric structure produced by a flare. In particular, a large amount of data is available on the evolution and morphology of Ha in solar flares (see Zirin and Tanaka 1973, for example) . The resulting Ha line profiles have been used to test models of energy transfer in solar flares (see Brown, Canfield, and Robertson 1978, for example) .
High spectral resolution observations of chromospheric line profiles in flare stars can test models further by examining flare events in widely different stellar environments. However, the intrinsic faintness of the dM stars has, in the past, precluded observations with sufficient spectral and temporal resolution to apply the diagnostic methods of solar flare research. In fact, most data on stellar flares are obtained by broad-band photometry; some information is available on EUV radiation (Butler et al. 1981; Haisch et al 1983) , X-ray (Heise et al 1975; Karpen et al 1911 \ Kahn et al 1919 \ Haisch et al 1981 Kahler et al 1982) , and radio
I. INTRODUCTION a) Solar and Stellar Flares
The dMe flare or UV Ceti-type stars are a group of dwarf M emission-line stars which undergo intense, short-lived continuum brightenings or flares. As reviewed by Gershberg (1975) , Kunkel (1973 Kunkel ( , 1975 , and Mullan (1977a) , there are several general similarities between these stellar events and solar flares. The reader is also referred to articles by Worden (1983) and Giampapa (1983) as well as other articles from I AU Symposium 71.
The transient nature of stellar flares is well documented, and several characteristic flare light curves (" spike " and " slow " events) have been described on the basis of flare rise time in the Johnson U band (Moffett 1974) . The broad-band stellar flare light curves closely resemble the spatially averaged solar UV (300 Â to 1500 Â) light curve shown in Svestka's (1976) monograph. The time scale for stellar continuum events is typically an order of magnitude less than solar flare time scales determined from Ha observations. However, the time scales of the rare solar "white light" flares are very similar to stellar flare decay times. Enhanced line emission in stellar flares is known to persist for hours (Kunkel 1970) in marked similarity to solar flares.
The energy liberated in solar flares appears to reside in atmospheric magnetic fields, although the physics of the energy release and its partial conversion to electromagnetic radiation is not fully understood (Svestka 1976, chap. 6 b) Spectra of Stellar Flares Stellar flare spectroscopy is a difficult observational task. Until recently, most stellar flare observations were serendipitous. Because of the intrinsic faintness of the dMe stars, flare spectroscopic data are usually of low spectral and temporal resolution. However, high-efficiency digital detector spectrometers coupled with large telescopes are making available a growing body of good stellar flare spectra. These data, often taken as part of coordinated flare patrols along with X-ray, UV, EUV, optical photometric, and radio data, provide powerful diagnostics upon which to base stellar flare modeling.
The main body of dMe stellar flare spectroscopy is summarized in Table 1 . The first spectrum of a stellar flare 1950 -1965 period. Gurzadyan (1980 notes some of these data; in the interest of brevity, they are not all included in Table 1 nor in this discussion. Herbig (1956) noted both enhanced Hß and Ca n emission in BD +4°4048B, and Joy (1958) reported that the Balmer lines in UV Get doubled in width. However, the utility of flare spectra is greatly enhanced by simultaneous photometry. Chugainov (1966, 1967) were the first investigators to study the response of chromospheric emission lines to a flare with coordinated spectroscopic and photometric observations. Since the FWHM of Ha in flare stars is roughly 1-2 Â (Worden and Peterson 1976) , low spectral resolution observations cannot reveal detailed information on the response of emission lines to the flare. Moreover, typical flare light curves show that flare phenomena are extremely rapid. Thus, spectral data with high time resolution are essential. Recently, data with spectral resolutions near 0.2 Â have become available (Schneeberger ei a/. 1979; Mochnacki and Schommer 1980; Giampapa 1983) . The development of efficient digital detectors has also helped in obtaining higher time resolution data. Using a multichannel scanner, Mochnacki and Zirin (1980) have achieved time resolutions of 10 s for a large flare on YZ CMi.
The ratio of Balmer series line intensities (Balmer decrement) during the flare can be an important indication of physical parameters such as electron density (Zirin and Ferland 1980) . Kunkel (1970) reported an increment, rather than a decrement, where Hß, Hy, and Hd may actually exceed Ha in intensity by up to a factor of 2 during flare maximum. Higher Balmer lines do show a decrement during flare maximum, with the decrement becoming steeper for the higher series lines. The lower Balmer series reassert the decrement as the flare progresses. Zirin and Ferland (1980) point out that, although poorly studied, there is some evidence of the same behavior in the low Balmer lines during solar flares.
As discussed by Svestka (1972) , the highest member of the Balmer series which appears in emission during the flare can provide information on the optical depth within the flaring region. Although there is a paucity of high signal-to-noise ratio spectra in the near-UV, data such as those discussed in (Giampapa 1983) show that Balmer emission is present until at least HI3.
In solar flares, Balmer continuum observations are applicable for temperature determinations (Svestka 1976). Solar flare Balmer continuum emission is often absent during flares, but this may be an observational selection effect due to the high background. Kodaira, Jshimura, and Nishimura (1976) saw no evidence for Balmer continuum emission in dMe flares. However, Mochnacki and Zirin (1980) did report Balmer continuum emission for a large flare on UV Ceti. Zirin (1982) has confirmed that Balmer continuum emission is an occasional feature of stellar flares.
Due to low spectral resolution, many of the data in Table 1 are useless for studying line profiles. Equivalent width results, usually quoted from spectra with resolutions worse than a few angstroms, provide little information of value. Satisfactory models of dMe atmospheres or good scanner observations of dMe continuum flux do not exist; thus, it is difficult to place equivalent width data on any sort of flux scale. Moreover, the continuum is changing rapidly due to the flare continuum, and probably slowly varying due to rotation of active regions in and out of the field of view (BY Dra syndrome). Equivalent widths are meaningful only if they can be used to compare emission flux in one line to another. Clearly, due to the problems outlined above, this is not generally possible.
Although there have been numerous reports of Balmer line broadening during flares, the spectroscopic data upon which this is based have marginal resolution to study the broadening. High-resolution Balmer data from Schneeberger et al (1979) with resolutions of 0.2 Â tend not to show broadening. Giampapa (1983) and Worden (1983) report that the Balmer lines (and He i lines) in a very large flare are broadened and asymmetric to the red, while Ca n is unbroadened. A high-resolution Ha profile during that large UV Get flare shows that the dMe flare broadening is very similar to the solar flare results (Zirin and Tanaka 1973) . In Ha spectra from those solar results, most of the flare emission is confined to a core no broader than the photospheric absorption width. However, the flare kernels do have an extremely broad profile, with some redshifted, broadened emission as well. The broadening of high series (n > 10) Balmer lines discussed by Svestka (1972) has not been reported for dMe flares. Nonetheless, one must conclude that dMe flares exhibit Balmer line behavior virtually identical to that of a solar flare.
Line asymmetries, probably indicative of mass motions, have been seen for a number of stellar flares (see Gershberg and Shakovskaya 1971) . Bopp and Moffett (1973) measured red asymmetries which suggest maximum downflow velocities of 1100 km s -1 for the Balmer lines, and 600 km s -1 for the Ca il K line. It is interesting to note that these are supersonic velocities assuming a temperature of 10 4 K in the stellar chromosphere. As mentioned previously, the redshifted emission may well arise from a small portion of the flare. In solar flares, most of the emission is not shifted from the line rest position. Similarly, most stellar flare spectra do not show shifts in the central part of the emission lines. One exception is the spectrogram by Greenstein and Arp (1969) which suggests displacements of the emission lines by tens of kilometers per second. Careful examination of this spectrum also suggests that the plate shifted during the exposure, based on apparently doubled comparison lines. No reliable evidence exists for overall shifts of emission lines during stellar flares.
The relative sequence of line, continuum, radio, and X-ray emission during the flare is extremely important in determining at what levels in the stellar atmosphere the flare occurs, and which physical mechanisms are operating. Although, like the solar data (Svestka 1972), the stellar results are somewhat contradictory, certain features do stand out.
The most basic fact of line continuum radiation during the flare is that, although the line emission rises with the continuum flash phase of the flare, the line emission decays considerably more slowly (Kunkel 1970) . In some recent work (Mochnacki and Schommer 1979; Mochnacki and Zirin 1980) , the Ha emission appears to rise simultaneously with the continuum flash flare. However, Gershberg and Chugainov No. 1, 1984 FLARES ON YZ CANIS MINORIS 273 (1966 , 1967 show the Ha response delayed by 3-5 minutes, and the Hß response delayed by 5-10 minutes. Bopp and Moffett (1973) reported a general trend of the higher series Balmer lines to decay more rapidly than the lower ones. This effect is consistent with the observation that the Balmer "increment" discussed before reverts to a decrement after the continuum flash phase. The red asymmetries in the Balmer lines seem to occur only near flare maximum and decay rapidly, more or less in step with the continuum light (Bopp and Moffett 1973) . Mochnacki and Zirin (1980) show that the Balmer continuum enhancement occurs simultaneously with and decays more slowly than the overall continuum flare, but still faster than the Balmer line emission.
II. OBSERVATIONS The dMe flare star YZ CMi was selected for our simultaneous spectroscopic and photometric monitoring program. The basic astronomical data for YZ CMi are summarized in Table 2 , where luminosities are based on the calibration of the UBV system given by Allen (1973) . YZ CMi is an active flare star which has been extensively studied. Simultaneous optical and radio observations successfully detected a 6 mag flare (Lovell 1969; Kunkel 1969 ) and simultaneous X-ray, optical, and radio observations have been described by Karpen ei al (1977) and more recently by Kahler et al. (1982) . Mochnacki and Schommer (1979) We obtained high spectral and temporal resolution observations of YZ CMi by using the KPNO 4 m telescope and echelle spectrograph in a single trail mode. The position of the star along the 200 /un wide spectrograph slit was controlled by the resident computer and exposure meter to move 0"25 after a sufficient number of counts was obtained. The total trail length was 1.0 mm or 6''7 on the sky. The observations were made with the Singer image tube camera and baked IIIa-J plates, yielding a resolution of 0.24 Â at Ha. The spectra covered the wavelength region from 4700 Â to 7000 A; thus, both Ha and Hß were observed. A single trail plate required 16 minutes for YZ CMi, yielding a 3 minute time resolution. The KPNO (No. 2) 91 cm telescope equipped with a three-channel photometer and UBV filters was used to obtain simultaneous flare patrol photometry. The photometry was recorded with 5 s integrations through a 20" aperture.
The simultaneous photometry and spectroscopy of YZ CMi were obtained on UT 1979 February 9 (0719-1020) and on UT 1979 February 10 (0411-0945). The resulting spectra and spot sensitometer plates were digitized with the KPNO PDS microdensitometer using a 20 /tm by 20 /tm aperture. The reduction procedures have been previously described by Giampapa et al. (1978) . Between five and seven independent spectra per plate were obtained for both Ha and Hß. A Gaussian was then fitted to the resulting relative intensity line profiles using a general nonlinear least squares program yielding measures of the central intensity, FWHM, continuum level, and line center position. Figure 1 shows a fit to one Hß profile. Central reversals in the core of Ha are a general feature of dMe stars (Worden, Schneeberger, and Giampapa 1981) , and visual inspection of our plates reveals a barely visible reversal in Ha. The digitized and straightened profiles smear this reversal, and it does not affect our central intensity measurements.
in. RESULTS A total of six flare events was detected during the program of simultaneous spectroscopic and photometric observations. One of the flares was a "slow" flare event, the others being "spike" flares. Two flares were detected on UT 1979 February 9, and four events were observed on UT 1979 February 10. The results of our spectroscopic determinations of the ratio of the line center intensity, IL, to local continuum intensity, IC, versus time, and FWHM versus time, are displayed in (Fig. 2a) and Hß (Fig. 2b) (Fig. 3a) and Hß (Fig. 3b) Arrows along the time axis in these figures indicate the start times of the six flares.
A comparison "quiescent" value for IL/IC is difficult to determine since individual flare events cause enhanced line emission for time scales of hours. We chose the lowest measured value of IL/IC observed during the two nights as a comparison level. The first data obtained on 1979 February 10 were thus chosen. The Ha and H/? activity on 1979 February 9 slowly declines to the comparison values of IL/IC (Ha) = 5.5 and IL/IC (H/?) = 8.5. Flare photometry is referred to the quiescent level determined from the data immediately preceding the flare event. Kunkel (1973) has pointed out that this quiescent level is not constant and comparison to standard stars provides a more uniform determination of total flare energy. Our photometry is limited by sky counts which are nearly equal to the stellar signal in the U band, and changes in the stellar quiescent level will not measurably increase our error. Based on the photon statistics, our U band measures have a standard error of 1.3%.
We will discuss each flare and the response of Ha and Hß to these flares. We also note at this point that it is clear from Figures 3 and 5 that no detectable changes in line width were observed for any of the flares. This result is the same as our earlier observations of constant line widths for these lower Balmer lines during flares on AD Leo (Schneeberger et al. 1979) . We conclude that line broadening in the low Balmer series is not a universal characteristic of flare events on UV Ceti flare stars. This point will be elaborated on later in this paper.
a) UT 1979 February 9 Flares
The largest flare observed in this program occurred near the start of the February 9 observations, at UT 0718:48 (Flare 1). Figure 6 shows the UBV broad-band response to this flare which reached a peak U amplitude of 1.5 mag within 25 s. A second flare (Flare 2) occurred at UT 0932:48 on February 9, with a peak U amplitude of 0.99 mag. Table 3 lists the photometric parameters for all flare events, where flare luminosities are determined from the stellar data in Table 2 , the observed relative flare brightness, and the approximate relation:
The U band duration to half-maximum, r 1/2 , was 23 s for ergs. Flare 2, although of lower peak intensity, had a total U band energy slightly larger than Flare 1 due to a longer duration, T 1/2 = 60 s. The Ha IL/IC ratio for February 9 (Fig. 2) shows that the brightest line emission occurred during the first observations. From the initial bright level, the Ha line center intensity decayed slightly, and then remained at an enhanced level until 0930. IL/IC (Ha) declined gradually to a value consistent with the quiescent level. The IL/IC (Ha) ratio increased by a factor of nearly two from quiescent levels at the start of Flare 1. The Ha emission remained enhanced from the start of Flare 1 through UT 1000, with no apparent response of line center brightness to Flare 2. The data are considerably noisier during the period of enhanced Ha emission out to UT 0930. This scatter is larger than our measurement error in IL/IC of 5%, determined from "quiescent" observations. The Ha data show that line emission can remain at a roughly constant but enhanced level for hours after a U band flare, at least 2.5 hr for the February 9 flares.
The Hß IL/IC ratio data for February 9 shown in Figure 2 indicate a delayed response to Flare 1. The Hß central intensity increased by a factor of 1.5 20 minutes after the U band onset. The Hß IL/IC ratio, except for the noticeable delay in line brightening to Flare 1, closely approximates the Ha response. IL/IC (Hß) declined within 20 minutes of the initial rapid line brightening to IL/IC ae 12.5 and remained at this enhanced, but noisy level through UT 0930, followed by a decline to quiescent levels at UT 1000.
The line center intensity data for Ha and Hß on UT February 9 can be summarized in the following steps:
1. Quick (5 minute) rise to maximum line emission. Ha responds at the flare onset; Hß was delayed by 20 minutes. 2. A decline over the following 20 minutes to an enhanced emission level.
3. A 2 hr period of enhanced and variable emission. 4. Emission strength decays to quiescent levels 2.5 hr after flare.
5. No obvious response to Flare 2. The FWHM data in Figure 3 show no changes in line width above our noise level of ±0.1 Â. Figure 4 shows the ratio of line center to continuum intensities for Ha and Hß on UT 1979 February 10, where arrows along the time axis indicate start times of the four flares detected. The Ha and Hß IL/IC measurements for the first observations are used to define the quiescent levels. The first flare on this night (Flare 3) was a slow flare event which lasted nearly 1 hr and reached a peak U band amplitude of 0.47 mag. Figure 7 shows the U band response of this flare and Table 3 summarizes the photometric data. Evidence of increased emission in Ha and Hß is observed at 0545. This increased intensity and variability coincide with the extent of the slow flare.
b) UT 1979 February 10 Flares
Two "spikelike" flares occurred at UT 0735:20 (Flare 4) and UT 0751:00 (Flare 5), as shown in Figure 8 and also summarized in Table 3 . Ha and Hß central intensities increased within 5 minutes of the start of Flare 4 and then underwent a rapid decline to a still-enhanced level of emission which continued with a slow decline until 0915. This behavior is similar to that observed in the Ha and Hß response to 
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section we use our data to derive selected physical parameters for the flares we observed. For a review of information derivable from solar flare spectroscopy, the reader is referred to Svestka (1972) . Giampapa (1983) discusses how these methods have been applied to stellar flares. Table 2 . This calibration assumes that the continuum near Ha during a flare is very similar to the quiescent continuum. This is a good assumption for small flares such as those we have observed. Ha flare luminosities can then be determined from the first plate obtained on 1979 February 10. Table 4 lists the Ha and Hß equivalent widths observed at the peak line center intensities for Flares 1, 2, 4, and 5. Flare 1, the largest peak U band luminosity event, caused a factor of 2.3 increase in the Ha equivalent width and a factor of 2.0 increase in the Hß equivalent width. The Ha response was greater than that of Hß in all flare events as seen in Table 4 . The quiescent Ha equivalent width of 4.97 Â yields a quiescent Ha emission of 1.3 x 10 26 ergs s _1 . The Ha emission due to Flare 1 at peak intensity is 8.5 x 10 25 ergs s -1 , where we have subtracted the quiescent component and divided by 2 to approximate the flare contribution, as discussed in § III. The total Ha flare energy is then 3 x 10 29 ergs for Flare 1. The peak luminosity and total Ha emission of the large solar flare of 1972 August were 1.2 x 10 27 ergs s -1 and 2.5 x 10 30 ergs, respectively (Zirin and Tanaka 1973) . Thus, the first flare of 1979 February 9, with a U band amplitude of 1.50 mag, has approximately a factor of 10 less total Ha emission than a large solar flare. 10.0 10.6 b) Ha/Hß Ratio The Ha/Hß ratio reveals information on the electron density and temperature within the flare Balmer line emission region. Several investigators have noted that this ratio can fall to less than unity during large stellar flares (see Kunkel 1970) , as it can also do in the largest solar flares (Zirin and Ferland 1980) . Kunkel (1970) has shown that this behavior is possible if the Balmer lines are driven toward local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions within an emitting region with an electron density of n e ~ 10 13 cm -3 , an electron temperature of T e ~ 2 x 10 4 K, and a microturbulent velocity ^ ~ 20 km s -1 . We may therefore be able to deduce something of these parameters from our observed Ha/Hß ratios.
It is necessary to derive the continuum Ha/Hß ratio as a first step. Unfortunately, Mould's (1976) models do not extend to blue wavelengths such as Hß, a region where there is substantial molecular absorption in the M dwarf stars. Moreover, there does not yet exist good calibrated spectrophotometry for the cooler red dwarfs. We must therefore assume that the YZ CMi continua at Ha and Hß have a ratio appropriate to a blackbody at T eff = 3100 K. This blackbody ratio for YZ CMi is F^8 16 /F À6563 = 0.21. From this assumption we deduce a quiescent YZ CMi Ha/Hß of 3.8, in comparison with the LTE ratio of statistical weights of 5.4. In Table 5 we list the Ha/Hß ratio derived using the blackbody continuum assumption for the flares in which we were able to clearly identify spectral responses. Quiescent contributions have been subtracted from these values. We also give the time development of the Ha/Hß ratio for Flare 1.
Although additional observations of higher lines in the Balmer series would enable us to establish detailed models of the physical conditions within the flare, we can nonetheless draw some conclusions from the Ha/Hß ratio alone. Drake and Ulrich (1980) have made calculations of hydrogen Balmer and Lyman line emission ratios for slab models with various optical thicknesses, T e ,N e , and hydrogen ground state photoionization rates (R 1C ). As Drake and Ulrich point out, the R 1C values for weak radiation fields, such as those applicable to emission regions close to low temperature stars and with N e > 10 11 cm -3 , are such that photoionization rates are completely dominated by collisional effects. Therefore, the results are insensitive to R 1C . Moreover, for the dMe stars, spectroscopic results usually show a strong central reversal in the Ha profile (Worden, Schneeberger, and Giampapa Vol. 276 278 1981) . This central reversal is taken to imply T H a > 1 (Giampapa et al 1982) which in turn means that T Lya > 1. Drake and Ulrich's results (see their Fig. 7) show that for iLya > 1 and for N e > 10 11 cm -3 , Ha/Hß ratios are relatively insensitive to optical depth within the emitting slab. For our observed values of the Ha/Hß ratio of close to unity during the flares, we deduce based on Drake and Ulrich's results that N e > 10 13 cm -3 within the emission region. We further note that this result is insensitive to temperature. c) Line Widths As noted previously, Balmer line broadening in solar flares is generally attributed to Stark broadening (Svestka 1972) . The references in Table 1 show that broadening of Balmer lines is at least an occasional feature of stellar flares as well. However, much of the reported data was of marginal spectral resolution to study this broadening. Schneeberger et al. (1979) and the results in this paper show no evidence for a FWHM change in either Ha or H/? at much higher spectral resolutions than any previous observation.
As noted earlier, an explanation of this apparent discrepancy may lie in solar flare Ha observations (see Zirin and Tanaka 1973) which show that the majority of the flare emission area as seen in Ha does not exhibit broadened profiles. Only the Ha emission in the brightest flare "kernels" shows large emission widths (10 Â). The flare "halo" of intensified but unbroadened Ha emission is consistent with the suggestion of Kahn et al. (1979) that radiative transport dominates total energy transport in those stellar flares with large values of X-ray-to-optical luminosity, L x /L opt . We may therefore miss the broadening in many Ha stellar flares where the emission line predominently represents the stellar flare "halo" light. Only careful analysis of continuum near the hydrogen lines, not readily done with higher noise photographic spectra, would then reveal the broadened component.
Another implication of unbroadened flare emission lines in Ha and Hß lines is discussed in Giampapa (1983) and Worden (1983) . In work reviewed in those papers, simultaneous red and blue spectra of a 6 mag U band flare on UV Ceti were obtained. The entire Balmer series was thus available for analysis. While lower Balmer lines such as Ha and H/? were unbroadened, the higher Balmer series lines showed significant broadening, 20 Â or more for some of the lines. Following Sutton (1978) , Stark broadening in Balmer lines, as shown in changes in the FWHM, d z , is proportional to:
where n u and are the principal quantum numbers for the upper and lower electronic states respectively, and N e is the electron density. Thus, observations of the Balmer series can provide good measures of N e within an emitting region. By matching our observed line widths with Stark broadening models for the Ha and Hß lines we can set upper limits on N e within the flare Balmer emission zones. We used Stark broadening models from Vidal, Cooper, and Smith (1973) to compare with our observations. In Ha we observed a FWHM of 1.1 Â during Flare 1, our largest flare, and for Hß we obtained a FWHM of 1.2 Â for the same flare. To define the problem further, we must adopt a temperature for the Balmer emission regions. Based on flare continuum observations, and line analyses, we adopt T = 2.0 x 10 4 K for this estimate (Giampapa 1983 ). The models of Vidal et al. imply for this temperature and for our observed Ha FWHM that < 3.0 x 10 15 cm -3 , while the observed Hß FWHM suggests that N e < 3.0 x 10 14 cm -3 . We conclude that the electron density within most of the flare Balmer emission region must lie between 10 13 and 10 14 cm -3 , based on the upper limits set by Stark broadening and the lower limits set by the Hoc/Hß ratio.
d) Flare Energy Release Region
In order to study conditions within the actual high temperature energy release zone, we applied models described by Mullan (1977h) to our photometric data. These models have achieved some success in matching both X-ray and white light flare decay curves (Karpen et al. 1977) . The model assumes that the white light flare represents an optical plasma at T = 2 x 10 4 K, powered by both conduction and radiation from the hot X-ray plasma (T =10 7 K) in the primary energy release region. The hot flare plasma, initial heating mechanism of which is unspecified, starts out at flarelike temperatures and is allowed to expand into a vacuum. The model requires an initial flare radius, temperature, and electron density. Additionally, we must adopt an estimate for the efficiency, </> r , of the radiative coupling between the X-ray power and the optical flare region. Following Mullan and Tarter (1976) we adopt ^ = 0.1. However, for the observational case we considered, our choices of (j) r did not greatly affect the results. The model derives expressions for the radiative and conductive power, P r and P c , respectively. The observed optical power is then given from the expression,
Fobs = •
We chose the 0718:48 February 9 flare (Flare 1) for detailed analysis since it appeared to be well separated from other flare activity, and because it showed definite line response to the flare. The ratio of stellar-to-solar radius was used to scale the initial flare radii with respect to typical solar flare radii. Flare radii in the range 0.3-1.3 times the typical solar value of R s = 3.2 x 10 9 cm were tried. We considered temperatures of 0.1-5 times the solar value of = 1.3 x 10 7 K, and electron densities 0.5-100 times the solar value of N s = 1 x 10 10 cm -3 . Solar flare values were taken from Moore and Datlowe (1975) . Figure 9 shows our best fit to the observed flare decay light curve. The parameters found were T/T s = 1.0, N/N s = 1.0, and R/R s = 0.6, showing significant similarity between this YZ CMi flare and its solar counterparts. The fit becomes progressively poorer in the latter parts of flare decay, as is expected since the model assumes that the flare plasma continues to expand into a vacuum, whereas the actual flare expansion must be slowed as the flare plasma expands into the lower stellar photosphere. Following Schneeberger et al. (1979) , the uncertainties in the derived parameters are set at about ±30%. As mentioned previously, the effects of uncertainties in the </> r factor were found to be small since conductive cooling processes are seen to dominate in the range of parameters found appropriate for this flare. V. SUMMARY In Table 6 we summarize our derived results for Flare 1. We converted our photometry to L w , the white-light flare luminosity. We take the white light luminosity of Flare 1 to be: L W f = 2.4 x Ljjj-= 1.37 x 10 29 ergs s" 1 , where the factor of 2.4 is taken from Lacy, Moffett, and Evans (1976) as the fraction of flare white light energy in the U band. We conclude that the flares on YZ CMi have physical parameters remarkably similar to solar flares, although, as for solar flares, a wide range of conditions can exist from flare to flare. Further time coordinated observations would be especially valuable to provide information necessary to make detailed models of stellar flares. Observations of flare X-rays would enable a direct determination of flare temperatures in the energy release region to be made. Correspondingly, observations of the higher Balmer series could narrow uncertainties in electron density and temperature in the optical flare emission region. Ultraviolet observations would provide information both on the transition region during the flare, and on flare continuum light. The mechanism for continuum emission is still somewhat obscure (Giampapa 1983 ) with very little continuum spectral data available to study the problem.
